
From Editor's Desk 

Dear Member,  

During about six years since 2016 and with an active support 

of legislator, judiciary, and executive institutions of the 

country IBC ecosystem has scaled several hurdles 

successfully. These outcomes have enhanced the 

expectations of various stakeholders, which is indeed a 

welcome development. We at IIIPI get regular feedback 

from different stakeholders particularly insolvency 

professionals on a range of issues. This has casted upon us a 

responsibility to evolve further to face future challenges and 

support the transformation in the IBC regime.  Keeping this 

vision in mind we have chosen 'Preparing for IBC 2.0' as the 

theme of The Resolution Professional for this financial year.

The present edition of The Resolution Professional starts 

with an Exclusive Interview of Shri Ashwini Kumar 

Tewari, Managing Director (Risk, Compliance & SARG), 

State Bank of India (SBI) in which he has shared his views 

on various aspects of the IBC Ecosystem including the 

legal framework, resolution, recovery, CoC, Bad Bank, 

PPIRP, etc.

We have also carried the Key Takeaways from Addresses of 

Dignitaries in the International Conference (Virtual) on 

“Avoidance Transactions under IBC-Improving 

Outcomes” held on  March 29, 2023. Shri. Sudhaker 

Shukla, Whole Time Member (WTM), Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) graced the Conference 

as Chief Guest and Mr. Paul Bannister, Head-Policy, 

Insolvency Services, Government of UK was present as 

the Guest of Honour. Dr. Ashok Haldia, Chairman-IIIPI, 

delivered Welcome and Opening Address. On this 

occasion, a publication titled “Avoidance Transactions 

Under IBC 2016-Improving Outcomes” which is based on 

the report of a Study Group constituted in this regard by 

IIIPI was also released. The Inauguration Session was 

followed by Special Addresses and Panel Discussion 

wherein domain experts from India, the United Kingdom, 

Singapore, and Hong Kong shared their experiences and 

best practices related to Avoidance Transactions and 

Avoidance Proceedings in their respective jurisdictions. 

Moreover, this edition has four research articles and Case 

Study on 'Resolution of Irevo Fiveriver Private Limited 

(IFPL)'.  

In the opening article 'Invocation of Group Insolvency', 

the author presents a detailed analysis of various 

judgements on groups insolvency and sheds light on 

various efforts of policy makers to introduce a fully-

fledged Group Insolvency Framework under the IBC.  The 

second article 'Developing Jurisprudence on Section 12A 

of the IBC, 2016' analyses jurisprudence developing 

around the provision of withdrawal of CIRP under Section 

12A of the IBC, 2016. In the third article 'Understanding 

Indian Insolvency Ecosystem' the author presents a 

thorough analysis on how various components of the 

insolvency framework in India sustain one another in 

meeting the main objectives of the Code. In the last article 

'Changing Corporate Credit Culture under IBC', the author 

presents an analysis of the pros and cons of the IBC and 

makes recommendations to address the concerns of 

aggrieved stakeholders.  

Besides, the journal also has its regular features, i.e., Legal 

Framework, IBC Case Laws, IBC News, Know Your 

Ethics (Background Guidance on Quality Control by 

Insolvency Professionals), IIIPI News, IIIPI's Publications, 

Media Coverage, Services and Crossword.

Please feel free to share your candid feedback to help us 

improve the quality of the journal, by writing to us on 

iiipi.journal@icai.in

Wish you a happy reading. 

Editor 
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CASE STUDYINTERVIEW

It's the Responsibility of all Stakeholders to Make Collaborative Effort to 
Reduce the Time Taken for Completion of Resolution Process of Stressed 
Assets and Prevent Significant Erosion of Value of the Assets: Shri Ashwini 
Kumar Tewari, MD, SBI 

For Insolvency Professionals, it is required to maintain transparency in the process, ensuring that all 
stakeholders are appropriately informed. S/he also has to perform a balancing act of conducting the resolution 
process while taking care of the interests of all stakeholders of the CD. 

IIIPI: IBC, 2016 has recently completed first six years 

of operation. How do you assess evolution of IBC so far 

towards resolution of stressed business in India and 

promoting ease of doing business?

Shri Tewari: Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 

(IBC/Code) aimed at providing a time-bound process for 

resolving insolvency in businesses and individuals and to 

improve the ease of doing business in India and boost 

investor confidence by providing a more predictable and 

transparent framework for resolving bankruptcy. IBC has 

pushed a lot of promoters into negotiating with the banks, 

which they did not do earlier. 

It has been a mixed result in the last six years of the IBC. 

On the one hand, the code has been successful in resolving 

the insolvency of several large companies, such as Essar 

Steel, Bhushan Power and Steel, and Alok Industries, 

among others. The successful resolution of these cases has 

led to the injection of fresh capital and the revival of these 

companies, which has had a positive impact on the 

economy in terms of employment and other economic 

parameters.

Another key objective of the IBC was to improve the 

recovery rate for creditors. Prior to the IBC, the recovery 

rate for creditors in insolvency cases was relatively low, 

with creditors often receiving only a small fraction of their 

outstanding claims. The average recovery rate was just 

around 26%. But, since the introduction of the IBC, 

recovery rates have varied from approximately 33% in 

2021-2022 to as high as 49.6% in 2017-2018. This is a 

significant improvement and is a testament to the 

effectiveness of the IBC in improving the recovery rate for 

creditors.

Shri Ashwini Kumar Tewari is presently the MD and 

Whole Time Director of SBI, handling the portfolio of Risk, 

Compliance and SARG from June 2022.  In his role, he is 

focusing on early recognition of corporate stress and 

action thereon, establishing a Climate Risk Framework 

for the Bank including identification, funding etc. and 

activating stressed assets sale platform.  Under his 

leadership, the Bank’s rating in the RBI Audit has 

improved from High to Medium Risk. Earlier, he was 

handling the portfolio of MD-International Banking, 

Technology & Subsidiaries at SBI. In his banking career of 

about three decades, Shri Tewari has handled several 

assignments for SBI in India and abroad.

Trained as an Electrical Engineer, he is also a Certified 

Associate of Indian Institute of Bankers (CAIIB), and 

Certified Financial Planner (CFP).  He has served on the 

Board of International Institute of Bankers, New York, and 

the Board of University of Washington Global Bankers 

Program.

In an Exclusive Interview with IIIPI for The Resolution 

Professional, Shri Tewari expressed his views on various 

aspects of the IBC Ecosystem. Read on to know more.... 

Shri Ashwini Kumar Tewari 
Managing Director (Risk, Compliance & SARG)

State Bank of India (SBI)
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“ “Earlier, the average recovery rate was just around 
26%. But, since the introduction of the IBC, 
recovery rates have varied from approximately 
33% in 2021-2022 to as high as 49.6% in 2017-2018. 


